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We can call it an expanded family, because it is an
expansion of a family due to the reluctance of the sons
to separate from their parents after marriage.
Chia emphasizes the inter-dependence of parents
and children. It gives security to the old who are no
longer able to work. It tends to ensure social con-
tinuity and co-operation among the members.
In a given economy, the indefinite expansion of the
group may not be advantageous. In the process of
expansion social friction among the members increases.
As we shall see presently, the Chia will divide whenever
the division proves to be advisable. The size of the
group is, therefore, maintained by the balance of the
opposing forces working for integration on the one
hand and for distintegration on the other. We shall
analyse these two forces in the following sections.
Some quantitative data about the size of the Chia in
the village may be helpful for our further discussion.
In spite of the fact that most studies of China have
stressed the importance of the large-family system in
China, curiously enough, in this village a large-family
is rare. In less than ten per cent, of the total number
of Chia do we find more than one married couple.
The most common type is that which consists of a
nucleus of a married couple and several dependent
patrilineal relatives. In fact, more than half, or 58
per cent, of the total, are of this type. But there is
not a married couple in every Chia. Sometimes, for
instance, after the death of her husband, a woman lives
with her children without joining another unit. It
may also be the case that a father lives with his son
without a woman in the house. These are cases result-
ing from social disorganization, mainly due to the
death of working members of the group ; they are

